### WEST-OA HIKE ANSWER CARD

#### PHOTO-STOPs

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. (Date) 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. (Date) 
11. 
12. 
13. (Date) 
14. 
15. (Write What Skill Was Done And Then Initial) 
16. (Initial Line When Done) 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. (Initial After 5 Photos) 
21. (Initial After 5 Photos)

#### CGT - Hiker Initials Leader Initials

(Park Service Stamp Only)

---

(Signed by Participant) †
(Signed by Hike Leader when finished) †
(Hike Leader Printed NAME + Unit) †
Number Of Correct Answers →

---

(Signed by Participant) †
(Signed by Hike Leader when finished) †
(Hike Leader Printed NAME + Unit) †
Number Of Correct Answers →